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INTRODUCTION
sinks efficiently, allowing applications to process the data inAs the choices of protocols and the sophistication of ap-network. The process of matching sources and sinks caD be plications for wireless networlcs grow. an important problem done with several di1femJt algorithms. We consider the follow is the selection of the routing algoritluD. best matched to a ing alternatives _ pull.based diffus ion (two-phase and one given app lication. This problem is particularly important in phase), push-based diffusion. and hybrid rendezvous-based sensor networks where limited resources force exploitation approaches: of application constraints [2] . To this end, several versions 1'wo-pha.. puB dIffu .Jon: Initial work with diffus ion used of directed difl'usion have bee n developed (3), (4), (8) . The an algorithm we now call two-phase pull [4] . Sinks identitY original ditect.ed diffusion algorithm employed 1J.ooding of data by a set of attri butes and this information propagates in data interests [4] . While approp riate to applications with a a Hooded interest mes�e that sets up a gradient. Sources single data sink, its overhead io�scs when many nodes respond with exploratory data_ The sink then reinforces the become interested in data. We have explored augmenting gradients correspondiol to the best responses. Sources then this mechanism with geographic scaping [81. and explored send the data packets along the reinforced paths. making data soek interested rinks rather than the opposite [3] . One-pllase puB diff usion: Two-phase pull diffusi on has bee n Other posSl ' ble approaehes include hybrid rendezvous-based refined to eJiJninate one of the search phases in one-phase pull. techniques [11. {71.
. As with two-phase pull, subscn"bers send interest mess ages.
Experiments with a mix of app lications and protocols show In one-phase pull the sources do not send exploratory data, that the choice of protocol can make a large cUfferen ce in but instead send data to only the lowest-latency gradient performance, with the. overhead reduced by 40-60% when con-esponding. to each sink. As with two-phase pull, when exploratory data arri ves at a sink, a reinforcement message is generated and it recursively passes back to the source creating a reinforced gradient. Non exploratory data foUows only these reinforced gradients.
Hybrid: A hybrid approach requires both sources and sinks to be active. but rather than searching the whole network for their counterpart, each identifi es a rendezvous point (RP)
that provides a common looatioo to match sources and sinks, thus greatly narrowing the search. Examples of rendezvous approaches include Rumor Routing [I) and Geographic Hash ThbJes (7).
A. Geographic Information and Data Aggregation
[n addition to these basic approaches. the physical nature of most sensor networks allows geographic information to be used to constrain search. GEAR (Geographic and Energy Aware Routing) extends diffusion when node locations and ge ographic queries are present [8] . Although originally designed for pull diffusion, it has also bee n applied to push. 
Ill. DESCRIPTION OF MODEL
In mathematically analyzing the perfonnance of these rout ing mechanisms, the principal challenge lies in constructing an abstract model that is analytically tractable but also cap� important aspects of a realistic scenario.
In add ition to varying the algorithm," we wish to consider scenarios with and without data aggregation and with and without geographicaUy directed queriesf'mterests. Also, in our modelling, we seek to include topological considerations such as the number of sources, sinks, distances (in hops) between pertinent nodes, and also application-specific characteristics sucb as the rate of event and interest generation.
..t. Routing Assumptions
The routing costs and overheads in sensor networks caD depend significantly on some Ul'IderJying assump tiODS about the routing protocol-in particular. upon the availability of geographic routing iofonnation and the availabiJity of data aggregation and flooded intersts/events (AF), and finally (iv) aggregation and directed interests/events. We wHl morlel all four scenarios in our work.
B. Data traffic Model
We will consider a simple data traffi c model. Tune is booken into distinct epochs. Each epoch is divided into two phases: setup and data-f l ow, as ill ustrated in figure 1. Although this model mimics the mechanics of the diffus ion protocol's intemt messages, logically it can also be thought of as representing an abstract amount of data sent over an arbitrary peri od.
There are I data sources lind J sinks. In the setup phase, each of the I data sources geoemtes a new event indepeadently
with probabiJity " and each of the J data sinks independently generates an interest in 111 e data (fu:lm aU sources) with probability PJ' Depending on the mechanism being"analyzed.
(push, pull , or rendezvous), these interests and events an: notified to the rel�t sources 8ll d sinks. and the pertinent routes an: established in the setup phase. In the data ftow phase, these ro1lte$ are then utilized to sent information from generating SOUICCS to all interested sinks.
C Topology Model
The overhead and perfonna nce of publish-subscribe mecba· nisms in sensor networlcs are impacted by the speci1Ic locatious of the soun:ea and sinb and the routes that the interestI ewot notifications and data pacbts follow. For the pmpose of tractable and systemati c analysis, we need an abstract and simplifiod model that captures these characteristics.
Besides the number of sources and sinks, since we consider models involving aggregation, the structure of the aggregation tree and the distance (hops) that aggre gated data is carried within the network also inftuente perfonn ance. We therefore use the abstract topology ill ustrated in figure 2. The data ftom aU active sources (i.e. the subset of soun:es that generate data in any given epoch) is indrrpendendy canied II c:\istancc of d1'hops to a comm on aggregatio n: point; Ibis data is 8leo aggregated and carri ed mother d:! bops; finall y it is delivered fig. 2 . Illustration of source-sink topology twopu ooe-p/Iase pull purh reDdezvous 2 Table I .
E. Metrics and Parameters
We will anal}'2ll the expected total control (setup) traffi c C per epoch and the expected total application data traf fic per epoch U, to compute the relative control overhead o = C· (U + C)-1. These overhead and traffi c metries .
will be evaluated as functions of s�raJ parameters: (i) the basic routing mechanism (push, two-phase pull, one-phase pul� or optimal rendezvous), (il) the scenario (NAF, NAD, AF, AD) (iii ) topological parameters (dl,�, d3, n, I, J), (iv) traffi c parameters (Pi' 'i), as weD � the data size pamm cters (Sr, SR, SE, SD, a).
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IV. ANALYSIS
We now consider each scenario in tum and derive expres sions for the traffic and overhead costs. In the following, let d = dl +d� +ds be Ihe total hop-distance between each source and sink.
.
A. Aggregation aruJ Flooding (NAF)
We first consider Ihe case when no aggregation is employed and interestslnotifications are fl ooded throughout the network (i.e. no directed/geographic routing scheme is available). The total useful data in this case is
In two-pbase pul� the procedure is as follows: i) the sink floods interest, ii) the sources flood exploratory data in response iii) the sinks reinforce a specific path for each source's data and iv) the data is sent by the sources. In one-phase pull, we have i) the sink fl oods interest and ii) the sources respond with data by using knowledge of the reverse path of the Hood, We must account for the fact that exploratory packets from the sources include useful data.
Here the first summation represents the cost of flooding interests, the S Eft nn in the second summa tion represents a flood of exploratory data, and the SA tenn is reinforce ments. Again, the final a term represents useful data piggy backed on control messag es. The control overhead is therefore C N AF/(UNAF +c.N A F) 2puil 2pu/l
• For one-phase pull, we have that the control traffi c is simply the flooding of interests:
The setup cost has to do with network-wide flooding of event notifications by all sources with data, and the direct (point-to-point) response oflhc cOII'Csponding interested sinks to these events_ The pushed event includes exploratory data, so this must be accoun ted for in calculation of control traffi c. Let C:,:[ be the control, non-useful traffi c in the case of NAP for the push paradigm. We have that C;::
In this equation, the first summation represents the cost of flooding exploratory messages, the second the cost of reinforcements, and the last tenn represents the fact that some useful data is piggybacked on contrOl messages (since explofll tory data is both coirtrol and data). The relative control overhead is therefore given as C:"'A[ j(U N AF +C:"'A(). Note -i ,.,: '-.
"k� � "'� .
• I I. 
pJ -l+ pJ t'! (5)
Numerical Results: To illustrate these analytical results, we generated some plots based on numerical calculations. In these numerical calculations, the various parameters take on the following values: I = J = 10, n =0 100, and the various traffi c sizes per epoch are chosen as shown in table L The sink interest probability Pi = p , Vj is varied from 0 to 1, as is the source generation probability 'i = l, 'Vi. (Unless otherwise noted, these parameters are used for all numerical results presented in this paper). The absolute setup costs C and relative overhead a for both one-phase pull and push diffusion for the NAF case (from equations (3), and (4» are We find that one-phase pull outperfonns the push mecha nism when the souree event ratn is relatively high, while the reverse is true when the sink interest rate is relatively high, It is interesting to note that one-phase pul l diffusion starts to outperfonn push-diffusion even when the sink interest rate is lower than the source event ratl�is occurs because push diffusion has additional overhead due to the reinforcement packets. The plots also iIIustratl� that it can be disastrous in terms of control traffic if the wrong version of di:ffils ion routing is used for the application requirements.
B. Aggregation and Flooding (AF)
We assume that we can aggregate all data traffic from the sources into a single packet at the aggregation point at distanCe d1 from the sources. Let Pi; be the probability that there are i "active" sources and j sinks in a given epoch. Then the useful data from all i sources is first carried s eparately for a distance db then aggregated and carri ed jointly for II distance d:!, and finally delivered separat ely to eacb of the j fute� sinks wbich are all an additional dislance ds away: in our model. Therefore,
1=1;0:1 Now, since the setup!control traffi c is not aggregated, the setup costs for the two-phase nnd one-phase pull and push algorithms in the AF case are identical to those in the NAF case. Thus express iotll!-(2), {3}, and (4) also apply to C�, Ct�l' and C:!." respectively. Note that in the AF case (as with the NAP scenario), without geograpbic information to di ree t information to a rendezvous point, the hybrid ren dezvous scheme cann ot be implemented.
Comparison of Push and ODe-phase Pull : Even though the relative overi1eads are different with aggregation, the quantitative condition when the: push and pull diffus ion are equivalent is the same for the AF case as it is for the NAP scenario, ie. equation (5) still holds.
Numerical Results: Figure 4 shows the fractional setup overhead for both pUlib and ono-phase pun diffusi on for the AP scenario. As noted above, tbe absolute setup costs for the AF scenario are identical to that for the NAF scenario. However, the aggregation of data reduces the number of data packets sent within the network, while making no impact on the setup costs. As a result the fractional setup overhead for both mechanisms is quite high (nearly I for most of the parameters studied in figure 4) . This suggests that when data aggregation is employed, the relative rate at which interests and event notifications ' are floo ded should be si gnificantly reduced in order to minimize control overhead. In our model this would translate to increasing the value of 8D while keeping 80, 8n and 81 the same.
C. No Aggregatioll -Directed (NAD)
j a) Pull-based: the sinks direct their interests to all sources. In this context, two-phase pull does not make sense as once the interests are received, the data can be directly sent (using the available geographic information) by relevant sources to the pertinent sinks without need for an intermediate exploratory flooding-reinforcement phase.
C�l r = LPj8/dI (8) ; _aUNAD (9) c) Rendezvous: the sources send event notifications directly to the RP, the sinks direct interests to the RP, and the RP sends setup messages to all pertinent sources. Assume that the RP is located at the point that is closest to all sources. Then, '
The first term indicates the cost of moving exploratory data to the RP where data converges (indicated "optimal RP" in Finally, the last term deducts the actual data in the exploratory packets that is sent towards the sinks.
Comparison of Pusb and ODe.pbase Pull: Once again, we have that push is better than one-phase pull when there are fewer active sources and one-phase pull is better when there are fewer active sinks. Consider the poiDt when the two are equivalent As before, we let l; = l for all sources and Pi = P for all sinks, and let 0' "'" 0, So '= 81. For the NAD case, for both costs to be equal it can be shown that the following must hold:
Numerical Results: Figure S shows how ' one-phase pull and push diffUsion perform in terms of the relative overhead o "'" c;u for different numbers of active sources and sinks.
Figure S (right) compares pul� push and an optimal as well as a non-optimal rendezvous scheme. The principal observations are as follows.
As may be expected, the use of directed interests and event notifications significantly reduces the overhead of both one phase pull and push mechanisms compared to flooding. Figure  5 also shows the superior perfonnance of an optimal hybrid rendezvous scheme in which the rendezvous point is located on the shortest path between sources and sinks (as shown in ....
! "
." ·figure 2) to minimi ze overhead. The curve for the non-optimal ren dezvous scheme in fi gure S shows that significant additional over-head is incurr ed even when the route between source and sink througb the RP is only one more hop longer than with the optimal rendezvous scheme. The po� performance of this scheme suggests in practice hybrid rendezvous schemes may nOI be efficient because of their sensitivity to the optimal RP placement.
D. Aggregation and Directed (AD)
The expected useful data traffic per epoch is identical to the AF scenario since they both have data aggregation: Again, let Pi; be the probability that there are i "active" sources and j &inks in a given epoch. Then, just as in equation (6) .
i",1 i=l
We consider the aggregation of d3ta only, not ofinterest a!1d exploratory packets. Therefore the setup costs for the AD case are identical to the setup costs of the NAD scenario described in section IV-C. Equations (8), (9), and (11) describe the setup costs for C��lI' C:.!:h and C;".£t ... "ou.o respectively as well.
Comparison of Push and pun: Again, we find that although the relative overheads are different, the push-pull equivalence condition f or the AD scenario is the as for the NAD scen ario shown in equation (12):
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Numerical Results: Figure 6 shows numerically the per fonnance of one-phase pull, push diffusion and an optimal rendezvous scheme for the AD scenario. Although not shown in this figure, we should nole that for the AD scenario as well, the rendezvous scheme is found to have much worse perfonnance if the RP is not optimally placed.
V. CONCLUSION
We analyzed various alternatives of the directed diffusion protocol systematically using mathematical mo delling to de tennine how well they match different application scenarios with different numbers of nodes, sources, sinks, data settings etc. We quantified the conditions under which push diffusion outperfonns pull diffusion (and vice versa). The results of this ana lysis also provide a number of useful design insight&.
We saw that the mismatch of routing algorithms to applica tion scenario can result in drastically poor performance.We found that the relative control overhead for both push and pull algorithms was very dominant (close to 1) in the AF scenario. This is because the data is being aggregated while setup messages are being flooded. In such scenarios, it is desirable to reduce interest and explorat ory message. We also examined rendezvous technique s that may be used when geographic infonnation is available. While we showed that they can theoretically outperform both push and pull, their performance is highly sensitive to the optimal placement of the rendezvous point. Our analysi5 suggests that it may be difficult to implement an efficient rendezvous technique in practice.
